COMPANY DESCRIPTION
EURO SEATING INTERNATIONAL S.A. is a European leading seating manufacturer for cinema,
theatre, auditorium, congress, stadium and sport halls, players’ benches, VIP stadium areas,
etc.
We offer innovative high-quality seats. All our seats are made in Europe (Spain) by using
materials 100% European origin and we have installed our seats in 120 countries all over the
world since 1994, when we began operating.
EURO SEATING manufactures its seats by respecting the environment in all production
processes rigorously. These production methods imply a strategic added value and a firm
commitment to eco-sustainable development. This philosophy, together with the company’s
innovative nature, has issued in materials totally recyclable.
Our Eco-designed range must also be highlighted, an environmentally-friendly range of seats
whose aim is to preserve the natural resources, especially wood, one of the noblest materials
which surround us and that shows the importance of respecting and preserving nature.
Since its beginnings up to the present day, and with an eye to the future, Euro Seating has
always had _and will have_ an innovative and exporting nature. Continually keeping in mind
the concepts of: user COMFORT, DURABILITY to any use and location and DESIGN that brings
beauty and EXCLUSIVITY in each project.
We have a wide distributors and representatives’ network all over the world, including
representative offices and showrooms in Mexico, Germany, Portugal, United Kingdom,
Russia, Qatar, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Canada and Brazil.

PRESS RELEASE
EURO SEATING is a European seating manufacturer for cinema, theatre, auditorium, congress,
stadium and sport areas and Stadium. We have installed our seats in 120 countries all over the
world since 1994, when we began operating with a clear mission: Being a market reference for
seating solutions.
We would like to share with you some examples of world
projects: http://www.euroseating.com/en/projects/projects-euro-seating/

reference

We are delighted to present you five of our innovative seats at Neocon World Trade Fair 2017.
DIAMOND V09 H ROCKER: http://www.euroseating.com/butacas/cine/roma-comfort-v09-h/
(ESTA BUTACA TODAVÍA NO LA TENEMOS EN WEB, PODEMOS PONER EL LINK DE ARRIBA QUE
ES LA MISMA BUTACA CON DIFERENTE RESPALDO, O ELIMINAR EL LINK)
A comfortable seat with an attractive design. The Roma seat has become consolidated as a
benchmark for all types of projects owing to its incomparable versatility and aesthetics. Ideal
for cinemas, auditoriums, conference halls, multi-purpose halls, etc.

ETLAN: http://www.euroseating.com/en/seats/luxury/etlan-luxury/
Exclusive, stylish seat, the first choice for privilege spaces. It features a luxurious, attractive
finish thanks to the excellent quality of the materials, noble and refined touches. Maximum
comfort and ergonomics. Ideal for theatres, auditoriums, meeting rooms, hotels, etc.
FUSHION PL: http://www.euroseating.com/en/seats/auditoriums/fushion-pl/
A seat with a singular personality which without a shadow of a doubt transmits its principles of
creation, i.e. its aesthetic strength, daring nature and the unquestionable quality of the
materials it is made from. Ideal for auditoriums, conference halls, theatres, universities,
meeting rooms, etc.
FRESH: http://www.euroseating.com/en/seats/auditoriums/fresh/
Avant-garde design featuring perforated seat and backrest to enhance ventilation,
breathability and less movement, which increases comfort significantly in warm/humid
atmospheres. A seat made from innovative materials conferring absolute resistance to
extreme conditions. Perfect for inside and outside use.
MICRA: http://www.euroseating.com/en/seats/auditoriums/micra/
A versatile, elegant line of seating for places where space is of vital importance. It permits
making the most of space without compromising on comfort. Designed for multi-purpose halls,
auditoriums, theatres, sports areas…

Since our beginnings up to the present day, Euro Seating has become a market-driven
organization that seeks out innovative new products in which we can establish a clear
differentiation and a competitive advantage.
At Euro Seating we consider necessary to reinvest constantly in R & D and innovation so our
seats are always in the forefront of all the market sectors: auditorium and congress, sport
projects, theatre, cinema, worship, etc.
Always keeping in mind the concepts of: user COMFORT, DURABILITY to any use and location
and DESIGN that brings beauty and EXCLUSIVITY in each project.
Thanks to that, nowadays we are leaders in the international market for quality, design,
technology, innovation and competitiveness, being present in 120 countries.

